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The London Slang Dictionary Project
London have just released an extremely impressive trailer for the project, which promises a “DLC-sized” addition to Fallout 4 that explores a
region rarely touched in the series’ lore. Fallout: London ...
Fallout: London is basically free Fallout 4 DLC courtesy of modders
A London woman who fled the gulf war with her family is helping define the word 'refugee' in a new dictionary released for World Refugee
Day ...
London woman who fled war helps define 'refugee'
Fitch Ratings has revised the United Kingdom's (UK) Outlook to Stable from Negative while affirming the Long-Term Foreign-Currency
(LTFC) Issuer Default Rating (IDR) at 'AA-'. A full list of rating ...
Fitch Revises the United Kingdom's Outlook to Stable; Affirms at 'AA-'
June 21 officially will be recognized as Indigenous Peoples day in London after city council approved the proclamation, a request from
N’Amerind Friendship Centre president Bria ...
City council briefs: Indigenous Peoples day; ward lines; roundabout
London Fintech TreasurySpring, operator of fixed-term fund platform, secures $10M to finance business operations.
London Fintech TreasurySpring, Operator of Fixed-Term Fund Platform, Secures $10M to Finance Business Operations
Offshore wind partners Ørsted and Eversource continued to make good on promises of local partnerships Thursday, with an award of
$950,000 to Groton-based Project Oceanology. The money is aimed at ...
Groton's Project Oceanology receives $950,000 from offshore wind partners
The A’s and Oakland city staff are negotiating a new term sheet for the team’s waterfront ballpark proposal that would be released publicly
just days before Oakland’s city council is scheduled to ...
Oakland says negotiations ongoing on new term sheet for A's Howard Terminal ballpark proposal
LONDON, UK / ACCESSWIRE / June 17, 2021 / Horizonte Minerals Plc, (AIM:HZM)(TSX:HZM) ('Horizonte' or 'the Company') the nickel
company focused on Brazil, is pleased to provide a financing update for ...
Horizonte Minerals PLC Announces Araguaia Project Financing Update
The area around London’s famous Oxford Circus is to be transformed into two pedestrianised “piazzas” after years of deliberation. Work due
to start later this year will include “significant ...
London’s Oxford Circus to be transformed into pedestrianised 'piazzas'
The threat of bankruptcy is being used to force through privatisation and social vandalism against transport workers and passengers.
Johnson’s “bailout” of Transport for London: a windfall for asset-strippers
HRH Prince Nikolaos of Greece and Denmark has always been drawn to the natural world. The prince explores the connection between man
and nature in his evocative new installation, Together, currently ...
Prince Nikolaos of Greece on bringing the connectivity of nature to the London Design Biennale
Yet one citizen science project managed to gather and process real-time information ... Tim Spector, King’s College London The dictionary
defines citizen science as “scientific work undertaken by ...
Citizen scientists: the power of people data to manage public health
Tencent remains a good proxy for the Chinese economy and for Chinese international expansion. Click here to read more about the
company's investment portfolio and international reach.
Tencent: Strong, Long-Term Strong Buy, Short-Term Hurdles Remain
Telecom Plus FY 2021 Profit Fell, Expects FY 2022 Rise in Adjusted Earnings Telecom Plus PLC said Friday that pretax profit for fiscal 2021
fell on lower revenue but it expects adjusted earnings to ...
London Shares to Edge Lower as Post-Fed Caution Continues
By Joe Hoppe PPHE Hotel Group Ltd. said Thursday that it is in advanced discussions to sell a 49% stake in two London hotels to Clal
Insurance ...
PPHE in Discussions to Sell 49% Stake in Two London Hotels
You see, the free part of freelancing is equal parts tantalising and distressing. The freedom is undeniably great. There is no boss breathing
down your neck, no strict mores of a 9-5. You can carve ...
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The freelancers' guide to freelancing
Lao Tzu The origins of “mindfulness” have their roots in Eastern thought. The Chinese term it “Taoism.” The Japanese term it “Zen.” Some
have associated it with the practice of yoga ...
Psychology Today
That trend has been turbocharged this year by private equity firms seeking a piece of the action. ESG-linked loan issuance hit $87 billion
during the first quarter, triple the amount over the same ...
Private equity vows to help the world. Lenders want proof
From vouchers and annual tickets to Blue Peter badges, there are ways to cut down on costs Last modified on Sat 29 May 2021 02.06 EDT
The weather is improving, lockdown is easing and after months ...
UK days out: how to save money on tickets
In Danish it’s a term of endearment ... winners of the latest indie chart battle against south London’s Dry Cleaning, whose music brilliantly
captures the frustrated ennui of finding a ...
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